
TIPS 

Don’t use emotions or anxiety to analyze a threat.  


Don’t prejudge an outcome or result.  


Actively exercise control over those things you can control.  


Remember that everything changes.  That is the great thing about change.  That this too shall 
pass.  


Remember that all change will make you more robust for the next change.  It is easy to dismiss 
change as unwelcome, but that does not disinvite change in your life.  It is here so recognize its 
importance for making you more robust for the next change or uncertainty in your life.  As the 
Psychology Today “Long Read” article says:


“One thing to bear in mind about  uncertainty  is that it isn’t always a bad thing. 
‘Uncertainty can be positive, but you have to frame it in the right way,’ says Storoni. ‘If 
everybody’s future was set in stone, we would have no motivation. In 
fact, studies show that we learn better when we perceive uncertainty. There’s a midline 
region of the brain, known as the default mode network, which gives you your sense of 
self. Basically, imagine there’s a little scribe in your brain, sitting at a typewriter – and 
she is recording the story of your life, using all the information that’s coming in. As with 
every story, the plot gets riveting if you don’t really know how a situation is going to turn 
out, and you can imagine the most wonderful ending! Uncertainty allows you to dream 
big, to have a wider compass and to see the positive aspects of life.’”


Amongst uncertainty and change, there are always things that will remain certain. Humans 
have evolved to ensure that we pretty much stay the same amongst change (homoeostasis, 
like when we sweat when we are in a room that is too hot, or shiver when it is too cold).   This 
applies to who you are, as well.  You will still be kind, funny, compassionate, quiet, etc.  You will 
still enjoy seeing a bouncy dog, or laughing when someone sneezes funnily.  
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